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382 H. T. Nguyê~n et. al.theorem for F . In the ase F (x) � Y it redues to the Mihael theorem for G. In thegeneral ase our theorem an be interpreted as an "intermediate" theorem between theMihael and Cellina theorems.The notion of CM -seletors and the problem of their existene �nd motivation inour researh on the existene of solutions of strongly nonlinear multi-valued problems:nonlinear Hammerstein multi-valued equations (inlusions) and ellipti boundary valueproblems with strongly nonlinear multi-valued right-hand sides F satisfying some one-sided estimates (the sign ondition, the generalized sign ondition, the Hammersteinone-sided estimate, et.). We observed that in suh a ase eah one-sided estimate gen-erates in the multi-valued setting some pair (F;G), where the multifuntion G is lowersemiontinuous (see Theorems 2.2 and 3.1). The strong nonlinearity of F (s; x) meansthat we have to onsider problems involving F in the ases of the lak of ompat-ness and of ritial exponents in the exat non-ompat Sobolev embedding theorems(Sobolev's and Pokhozaev-Trudinger's).The seond part of the present paper (Setions 4 and 5) is therefore devoted tosome appliations of "-approximate CM -seletors as well as to the study of the simplestmulti-valued strongly nonlinear problem (inlusion). To this end, we prove a simpleparametri version of Theorem 2.1 (see Theorem 3.1) for multifuntions F and G oftwo variables (s; x) 2 
 �X where 
 is a measure spae. Next we apply the result toonstruting a sequene of single-valued strongly nonlinear Dirihlet problems��u(s) =fn(s; u(s)) approximating the original multi-valued strongly nonlinear Dirihlet problem��u(s) 2 F (s; u(s)) in an "appropriate" sense suh that the funtions fn(s; x) satisfythe same one-sided estimate as the multifuntion F (s; x) (see our onstrution of CM -relaxations fn(s; x) in (5.1) - (5.2) of Step 1 in Setion 5; f. with usual trunatedrelaxations fn(s; x) in the proof of [4: Theorem 2℄ and [15: Formula (28)℄).Finally we formulate and prove an existene theorem (Theorem 4.1) for the abovemulti-valued strongly nonlinear problem (the simplest inlusion with lak of ompat-ness), emphasizing seven main steps harateristi of our weak onvergene analysis viathe use of the above CM -relaxations (see Steps 1 - 7 in Setion 5).By the way, it is interesting to notie that in the proof of a reent result of Hu andPapageorgiou [10℄ on a generalization of Browder's degree for strongly nonlinear elliptiinlusions of (S)+ type there is a gap in their onstrution of approximate single-valuedsalar funtions g"(�; �) (see [10: p. 24418℄, where in fat it is impossible to use "linesegments to make ontinuous onnetions" for de�ning their auxiliary funtion ��Æ (r)).This gap an be losed by using our "applied" "-approximate CM -seletion Theorems2.2 and 3.1 together with Remark 2.1/(2) of Setion 2.2. CM -SeletorsFor the onveniene of the reader, we give the basi de�nitions and notations following [2,5℄. Let (X; �) be a metri spae. For x 2 X, M � X and " > 0 we denote by d(x;M) =inff�(x; y) : y 2Mg the distane from x to M , by U"(M) = fy 2 X : d(y;M) < "g the"-neighbourhood ofM and by B(x; r) = BX(x; r) the open ball with enter x and radiusr. The distane in the produt X�Y of metri spaes is de�ned by d((x; y); (x1; y1)) =



CM -Seletors and Strongly Nonlinear Inlusions 383maxf�X(x; x1); �Y (y; y1)g. We assume that eah multifuntion onsidered has non-empty values, unless stated to the ontrary. The graph of a multifuntion F : X ! 2Yis the set GrF = f(x; y) 2 X � Y : y 2 F (x)g. If A � X, then F (A) denotes the set[x2AF (x).Let X, Y be metri spaes. A multifuntion F : X ! 2Y is alled- upper or lower semiontinuous at x0 if for any open set V � Y with F (x0) � Vor F (x0) \ V 6= ; one an �nd an open neighbourhood U � X of x0 suh thatF (x) � V or F (x) \ V 6= ;, respetively, for all x 2 U .- upper or lower semiontinuous, if it is upper or lower semiontinuous, respetively,at every x 2 X;- H-upper or H-lower semiontinuous at x0 if for any " > 0 one an �nd Æ > 0 suh thatF (B(x0; Æ)) � U"(F (x0)) or F (x0) � U"(F (x)), respetively, for all x 2 B(x0; Æ).- H-upper or H-lower semiontinuous, if it is H-upper or H-lower semiontinuous atevery x 2 X, respetively;If F is upper semiontinuous, then it is H-upper semiontinuous; the onverse istrue if F takes ompat values. If F is H-lower semiontinuous, then F is lower semi-ontinuous; the onverse is true if F takes ompat values.If Y is a normed spae, we denote by onvD and onvD the onvex hull and thelosed onvex hull of a subset D of Y , respetively.The main purpose of this setion is to prove a theorem, whih is intermediate be-tween two famous ontinuous seletion theorems: the Mihael theorem [13℄ and theCellina theorem [7℄. To formulate it, there is a need for a new notion whih we imme-diately introdue.De�nition 2.1. Let F;G : X ! 2Y be two multifuntions, where X and Y aremetri spaes, and let " > 0 be an arbitrary positive number. By an "-approximateCM -seletor for the pair (F;G) we mean a ontinuous funtion f : X ! Y whih isboth a seletor for G (i.e., f(x) 2 G(x) for all x 2 X) and an "-approximate seletor("-seletor in short) for F (i.e. Gr f � U"(GrF )).Remark. If Y is a normed spae, then f : X ! Y is an "-seletor for F if and onlyif f(x) 2 F (BX(x; ")) + BY (0; ") for all x 2 X.Theorem 2.1. Let X be a metri spae and Y a Banah spae. Assume thatF;G : X ! 2Y are multifuntions, F H-upper semiontinuous with onvex values andG lower semiontinuous with losed onvex values, and suh that F (x) \ G(x) 6= ; forall x 2 X. Then for every " > 0 there exists an "-approximate CM -seletor for the pair(F;G).Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be arried out in two steps.Step 1: Suppose �rst that Y is a normed spae and G : X ! 2Y has onvex valuesonly. We laim that then for every "1; "2 > 0 there exists a ontinuous map f : X ! Ysuh that Gr f � U"1(GrF ), f(x) 2 U"2(G(x)) for every x 2 X, and f(X) � onvF (X).For the proof �x "1; "2 > 0. Let yx be an arbitrary element of F (x) \ G(x) withx 2 X. F is H-upper semiontinuous, so for x 2 X there is Æ1(x) > 0 suh that



384 H. T. Nguyê~n et. al.Æ1(x) < "1 and F (B(x; Æ1(x))) � U"1(F (x)). The multifuntion G is lower semiontin-uous, therefore for x 2 X there exists Æ2(x) > 0 suh that B(yx; "2) \ G(x0) 6= ;,i.e. yx 2 U"2(G(x0)) for x0 2 B(x; Æ2(x)). Denote Æ(x) = minfÆ1(x); Æ2(x)g andUx = B(x; 12Æ(x)) for x 2 X. Sine (Ux)x2X is an open overing of the metri spae Xand X is paraompat by the Stone theorem [12℄, we an �nd a loally �nite re�nement(Wi)i2I of (Ux)x2X and a ontinuous partition of unity (�i)i2I subordinate to (Wi)i2I .For eah i 2 I hoose xi 2 X suh that �i � 0 on X nUxi . Denote Æ(xi) = Æi, Uxi = Uiand yxi = yi for i 2 I. De�ne the funtion f : X ! Y by f(x) = Pi2I �i(x) yi.Evidently, f is ontinuous, and as f(x) is a onvex ombination of elements of F (X),we have f(x) 2 onvF (X) for every x 2 X.Observe that f is an "1-seletor of F . Indeed, let x 2 X and denote I(x) = fi 2 I :�i(x) 6= 0g. The set I(x) is �nite and we have f(x) =Pi2I(x) �i(x) yi. De�ne j 2 I(x)so that Æj = maxi2I(x) Æi. If i 2 I(x), then �i(x) > 0 and hene x 2 Ui. Now�(xi; xj) � �(xi; x) + �(x; xj) < 2( 12Æj) = Æj ;so xi 2 B(xj ; Æj), and therefore yi 2 U"1(F (xj)) for i 2 I(x). Consequently, f(x) 2U"1(F (xj)) as the "-neighbourhood U"1(F (xj)) of the onvex set F (xj) in the normedspae Y is onvex. On the other hand, x 2 B(xj; "1) beause Æj < "1. Finally,(x; f(x)) 2 U"1(GrF (x)) for every x 2 X, i.e. f is an "1-seletor for F .For the proof of the remaining part of our statement, let again x 2 X. If i 2 I(x),then x 2 Ui and hene yi 2 U"2(G(x)). Therefore f(x) =Pi2I(x) �i(x) yi 2 U"2(G(x))as the set G(x) and hene also U"2(G(x)) is onvex.Step 2: Assume now that Y is even a Banah spae and that G takes losedonvex values. We laim that for every " > 0 there exists a CM -seletor f for the pair(F;G). Indeed, �x " > 0. By Step 1 there exists a ontinuous map f1 : X ! Y suhthat Gr f1 � U "2 (GrF ) and f1(x) 2 U "2 (G(x)) for x 2 X. Consider the multifuntionG1 : X ! 2Y de�ned by G1(x) = G(x) \ B(f1(x); "2 ). Of ourse, G1 has non-emptylosed onvex values. Moreover, G1 is lower semiontinuous (see, e.g., [5: Proposition1.1.5℄). Thus, by the famous Mihael theorem, G1 has a ontinuous seletor f : X ! Y .Note that f is also a seletor for G as G1(x) � G(x) = G(x) for x 2 X.It remains to show that Gr f � U"(GrF ). Indeed, let x 2 X. Sine (x; f1(x)) 2U "2 (GrF ), we have �(x0; x) < "2 and �(y; f1(x)) < "2 for some x0 2 X and y 2 F (x0).Hene �(y; f(x)) � �(y; f1(x)) + �(f1(x); f(x)) < "2 + "2 = ", beause f(x) 2 G1(x) �B(f1(x); "2 ). Thus we have d((x; f(x)); (x0; y)) < ", and onsequently f is an "-seletorfor FRemarks 2.1. 1) Theorem 2.1 is true also in the more general setting of Cellina'sTheorem 1 from [8℄, i.e. when X is a paraompat, uniform spae with ountable base(in partiular, metri spae) and Y is a omplete metri, loally onvex spae (i.e.Fr�ehet spae). The Lp-deomposable nononvex-valued version of the theorem is validtoo (f. [6℄; the results were announed in H. T. Nguyê~n [14℄ and are aepted forpubliation in [16℄).2) From Theorem 2.1 follows in addition the possibility to onstrut a CM -seletorf suh that f(a) = f0(a) (a 2 A), where A � X is a �xed losed set (in partiular,A is a �xed �nite or losed ountable set) and f0 : A ! Y is a �xed ontinuous



CM -Seletors and Strongly Nonlinear Inlusions 385funtion suh that f0(a) 2 F (a) \G(a) (a 2 A). For a proof put G0(x) = ff0(x)g forx 2 A and G0(x) = G(x) for x 62 A. By [13℄ (see also [5℄), G0 is lower semiontinuousjust as G. Applying the statement of Theorem 2.1 for the pair (F;G0), we get its CM -seletor f , whih learly is a CM -seletor for the pair (F;G) with the additional propertyf(x) = f0(x) (x 2 A). The existene of "-approximate seletors with this property, foran H-upper semiontinuous multifuntion (as in Cellina's seletion theorem [7℄) seemsto be unnotied before (see reent referenes in the books [5, 11℄, and reent papers, forexample [10℄), although it is well-known that a lower semiontinuous multifuntion ofMihael's theorem has a ontinuous seletor satisfying the additional property.The following "applied" "-approximate CM -seletion theorem (and it together withthe above Remark 2.1/(2)) is an example of how Theorem 2.1 an be applied to on-struting "-approximate ontinuous seletors satisfying some additional onditions.Theorem 2.2. Let X be a Banah spae and X� be its dual. Assume that F : X !2X� is a H-upper semiontinuous multifuntion with onvex values and that g : X ! Ris a ontinuous non-negative funtion. De�ne G : X ! 2X� byG(x) = 8<: fy 2 X� : hx; yi � g(x)g if x 6= 0X� if x = 0 and g(0) > 0f0g if x = 0 and g(0) = 0.Assume that F (x) \G(x) 6= ; for all x 2 X. Then G is lower semiontinuous, and thepair (F;G) has an "-approximate CM -seletor for every " > 0.Proof. It suÆes to show that G satis�es the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. Itis lear that G has non-empty losed onvex values. It remains to show that it islower semiontinuous. Indeed, assume that G is not lower semiontinuous at somex0 2 X. Then there exist an open set V � X� suh that G(x0)\ V 6= ; and a sequene(xn) � X nf0g,whih onverges to x0 and suh that G(xn)\V = ; for n 2 N. Therefore,for every y 2 V we have hxn; yi > g(xn) for n 2 N and hene hx0; yi � g(x0) by theontinuity of h�; �i and g. This is a ontradition if g(0) > 0 and x0 = 0.Assume now that x0 6= 0 and take y0 2 G(x0)\V . Then B(y0; r) � V for some r > 0.From the above it follows that hx0; y0i = g(x0). On the other hand, by the lassialHahn-Banah theorem [9℄, there exists z 2 X� with kzk = 1 and hx0; zi = kx0k 6= 0.Then for y = y0 � r2z we have y 2 B(y0; r) � V and hx0; yi = g(x0) � r2 kx0k < g(x0)whih is a ontradition.The lower semiontinuity of G at x0 = 0 when g(0) = 0 is obvious, sine in thisase by de�nition G(0) = f0g. So if G(0) \ V 6= ; where V is open, then 0 2 V . But ofourse 0 2 G(x) for every x 2 X, hene G(x) \ V 6= ; for every x 2 XRemark that the inequality hx; yi � g(x) is alled in the literature one-sided esti-mate.



386 H. T. Nguyê~n et. al.3. CM -seletors for multifuntions of two variablesLet (
;A; �) be a measure spae with a omplete, �-�nite measure � on a �-algebraA. Let X and Y be separable omplete metri spaes. A multifuntion F : 
 !2X with losed values is alled measurable if the set fx 2 X : F (x) \ U 6= ;g ismeasurable for every open subset U of X. For other equivalent notions of measurabilityof multifuntions see, e.g., [2, 5℄.We reall that f : 
�X ! Y is alled a Carath�eodory funtion if f(s; �) is ontinuousfor almost all s 2 
 and f(�; x) is measurable for all x 2 X. Following e.g. [2℄, amultifuntion F : 
 � X ! 2Y is alled H-upper Carath�eodory if F (s; �) is H-uppersemiontinuous for almost all s 2 
 and F (�; x) is measurable for all x 2 X.Further, a multifuntion F : 
 � X ! 2Y is alled (mod 0)-measurable if F (�; �) ismeasurable on (
nD0) � X with respet to the algebra A � B(X) where D0 is somemeasurable set with �(D0) = 0 and B(X) is the algebra of all Borel subsets of X. Moreinformation onerning multifuntions of two variables an be found e.g. in [2℄.The following "applied" "-approximate CM -seletion theorem is a parametri ver-sion of Theorem 2.2. Note that Remark 2.1/(2) is valid also for Theorem 3.1, and isuseful in appliations.Theorem 3.1. Let F : 
� Rm ! 2Rm be an H-upper Carath�eodory and (mod 0)-measurable multifuntion, taking onvex ompat values. Further, let g : 
 � Rm ! Rbe a non-negative Carath�eodory funtion, de�ne G : 
� Rm ! 2Rm byG(s; x) = 8<: fy 2 Rm : hx; yi � g(s; x)g if x 6= 0Rm if x = 0 and g(s; 0) > 0f0g if x = 0 and g(s; 0) = 0.for any s 2 
, and assume that F (s; x)\G(s; x) 6= ; for almost all s 2 
 and all x 2 Rm.Then for every positive measurable funtion " : 
 ! R+ there exists a Carath�eodoryfuntion f : 
�Rm ! Rm suh that f(s; �) is a CM -seletor for the pair (F (s; �); G(s; �))with respet to "(s) > 0 for almost all s 2 
.Proof. Let " : 
 ! R+ be an arbitrary measurable positive funtion. De�neF̂ (s; x) = F (s;B(x; 12"(s)) + B(0; 12"(s)) for s 2 
 and x 2 Rm. It is easy to showthat F̂ (s; �) is H-upper semiontinuous and has losed values for almost all s 2 
. Weontend also that F̂ (�; x) is measurable for all x 2 X. In fat, it is known that theproperties of F ensure that the multifuntion s 7! F (s; Z(s)) is measurable for everymeasurable multifuntion Z : 
 ! 2Rm (see, e.g., [2℄). Taking Z(s) � B(x; 12"(s)) fors 2 
 and �xed x 2 Rm we obtain that the multifuntion F (�; B(x; 12"(�))), and henealso F̂ (�; x) is measurable.Denote H(s; x) = F̂ (s; x) \ G(s; x) (s 2 
; x 2 Rm) and let C(Rm;Rm) be theseparable metri spae of all ontinuous funtions from Rm into Rm, with the topologyof uniform onvergene on ompat sets. From Theorem 2.2 it follows that H(s; �) hasa ontinuous seletor for almost all s 2 
, so the multifuntion � : 
 ! 2C(Rm;Rm)de�ned by �(s) = ff 2 C(Rm;Rm) : f(x) 2 H(s; x) for all x 2 Rmg has a.e. non-empty values. We noted earlier that F̂ (s; �) is H-upper semiontinuous for almost all
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, and therefore for almost all s 2 
 and for any ontinuous funtion f : Rm ! Rmthe impliationf(r) 2 F̂ (s; r) (8 r 2 Qm) =) f(x) 2 F̂ (s; x) (8 x 2 Rm)is valid. In view of this fat, and beause H takes losed values, we an writeGr� = n(s; f) 2 
� C(Rm;Rm) : d(f(x); H(s; x)) = 0 (8 x 2 Rm)o= n(s; f) 2 
� C(Rm;Rm) : d(f(r); H(s; r)) = 0 (8 r 2 Qm)o= \r2Qmn(s; f) 2 
� C(Rm;Rm) : d(f(r); H(s; r)) = 0o:Clearly, H(�; x) is measurable for all x 2 Rm, so for eah r of the ountable set Qm thefuntion (s; f) 7! d(f(r); H(s; r)) is a Carath�eodory funtion from 
�C(Rm;Rm) intoR. Hene as is well-known (see, e.g., [2, 5℄) we haven(s; f) 2 
� C(Rm;Rm) : d(f(r); H(s; r)) = 0o 2 A
 B(C(Rm;Rm))where B(M) is the algebra of all Borel subsets of a metri spae M . It follows thatGr� 2 A
 B(C(Rm;Rm)). By the von Neumann-Aumann seletion theorem (see [5℄)� has a measurable seletor h : 
! C(Rm;Rm). Set f(s; x) = (h(s))(x). Then f is aCarath�eodory funtion with the desired propertiesTheorem 3.1 (and a more general parametri version of Theorem 2.1) an alsobe proved in the framework of Fr�ehet or Banah spaes (by a di�erent but ratherompliated tehnique). Its various modi�ations over multi-valued versions of manygeneralized Hammerstein one-sided estimates and all generalized sign onditions.4. The Dirihlet problem for multi-valued ellipti di�erentialsystems with strong non-linearitiesLet 
 be a bounded domain in Rn (n � 2) and F : 
�Rm ! 2Rm some multifuntionof two variables (s; u) 2 
� Rm. We shall onsider the problem��mu(s) 2 F (s; u(s)) for a.a. s 2 
uj�
 = 0 ) (4:1)where �m = (�; :::;�) is an m-vetor Laplaian.In what follows we shall denote the salar produt and norm in the Eulidean spaeRm by (�; �) and j � j, respetively, and the salar produt and norm in the Lebesguespae L2 = L2(
;Rm) by h�; �i and k � k, respetively. As usual, H1 = H1(
;Rm) is theSobolev spae de�ned by the norm kuk1 = kuk+ krmuk, while H10 = H10 (
;Rm) is thelosure of C10 (
;Rm) with respet to this norm. Denote by H�1 the dual spae to H10with respet to the L2-pairing h�; �i. Given a Young funtion M : 
 � R ! [0;+1),



388 H. T. Nguyê~n et. al.the term Orliz spae (see, e.g., [17℄) will refer to the spae LM = LM (
;Rm) (of allequivalene lasses) of all measurable funtions u on 
 taking values in Rm, whih isequipped with the Luxemburg norm kukM = inffk > 0 : R
M(s; ku(s)k=k) ds � 1g. Inpartiular, we shall be interested in Orliz spaes X with the property thatX � L2 � X 0where X 0 denotes the K�othe assoiate spae of X (see, e.g., [4℄). Remember that ifM(s; �) = j�jp (1 � p < +1), we get LM = Lp.Throughout this setion, we denote by Z the speial Lebesgue or Orliz spaeZ = �L 2nn�2 if n > 2LN if n = 2 (4:2)where N(s; �) = exp(j�j2) � 1. By the Sobolev exat embedding theorem (the asen > 2) and the Pokhozaev-Trudinger exat embedding theorem (the ase n = 2), theSobolev spae H10 is always ontinuously non-ompatly embedded into Z (see, e.g.,[18℄). By e.g. [4: Lemma 1℄, H10 is ompatly embedded into X, if X is an Orliz spaesuh that the spae Z is absolutely ontinuously embedded into the spae X, i.e. theelements of the unit ball of Z have uniformly absolutely ontinuous norms in X:limmes (D)!0 supkukZ�1 kPDukX = 0:Here PD denotes the multipliation operator by the harateristi funtion of a mea-surable set D. Following e.g. [2℄, we de�ne the multi-valued superposition operator NFby NF (u) = fv : v is measurable and v(s) 2 F (s; u(s)) a.e.g: (4:3)We shall use one of the following ating onditions:(AC1) m = 1 (i.e. the ase of salar equations), X = Z, and the multi-valuedsuperposition operator NF ats from Z into 2Z0 where Z 0 = L 2nn+2 if n > 2 and Z 0 = LN�with N� the dual to the Young funtion N if n = 2.(AC2) m > 1 (i.e. the ase of a system of equations), and either(a) n > 2, Z � X stritly, the multi-valued superposition operator NF ats from Xinto 2Z0 , Z is absolutely ontinuously embedded into Xor (b) n = 2, Z � X, the multi-valued superposition operator NF ats from X into2Z0 , and the equality limmes (D)!0 supy2N(x);kxkX�rhy; PDzi = 0holds for eah z 2 Z and r > 0.Later on, we denote by �� the �rst Dirihlet eigenvalue of the Laplaian �� on 
.The main result for this setion is the followingTheorem 4.1. Let Z be the spae in (4:2) and X be an Orliz spae suh thatH10 � Z � X � L2 � X 0 � Z 0 � H�1 (4:4)ontinuously. Suppose ondition (AC1) for the ase m = 1 and ondition (AC2) for thease m > 1. Suppose in addition that the following onditions are satis�ed:



CM -Seletors and Strongly Nonlinear Inlusions 3891) F (�; �) has non-empty ompat onvex values and is an H-upper Carath�eodory aswell as an (mod 0)-measurable multifuntion.2) For almost all s 2 
 there exists w 2 F (s; u) suh that the one-sided inequality(u;w) � (u; u) + Æ(s) (4:5)holds where 0 <  < �� and Æ 2 L1(
;R) is positive.Then problem (4:1) has at least one solution u� 2 H10 .The proof of Theorem 4.1 will be given in Setion 5.Remarks 4.1.1) SuÆient (and neessary) onditions guaranteeing that the multi-valued superpo-sition (Nemytskij) operator NF ats as desired in onditions (AC1) - (AC2) of Theorem4.1 are ompletely analogous to those for the single-valued superposition operator (forthe latter ase see, e.g., [4℄). For example, when m = 1 and n > 2 we may assume thepolynomial growth ondition supw2F (s;u) jwj � a(s) + b jujn+2n�2 (4:6)for some a 2 L 2nn+2 (
;R) and b 2 [0;+1); when m = 1 and n = 2 we may assumethe analogous non-polynomial exponential growth ondition, using the Young funtionN and its dual Young funtion N�. It is well-known that all the exponents in (4.6)as well as in the above non-polynomial exponential growth ondition are ritial (andthe inlusion under onsideration is non-ompat-type strongly nonlinear) sine they allorrespond to the exat ontinuous non-ompat embeddings in the above-mentionedSobolev/Pokhozaev-Trudinger theorems (see the disussions for the single-valued ase,e.g., in [4, 15℄).2) The ompat-type nonlinear inlusions were treated, e.g., in [3℄ and the referenesited therein.3) Analogous existene results are valid for more ompliated strongly nonlinearinlusions suh as multi-valued versions of strongly nonlinear problems, whih werestudied, e.g., in [4, 15℄ and the referenes ited therein.Example 4.1. Let n > 2 and D � R be a �xed losed non-empty set (�nite orountable, or unountable suh as a Cantor "middle thirds" set). Put ' = '1 + '2,where '1(u) = jujn+2n�2 for u � 0 and '1(u) = 0 for u > 0, and '2(u) = 0 for u 2 Dand '2(u) = 1 for u 62 D (then the set of disontinuity points of ' oinides withD). De�ne [2℄ the so-alled (Krasovskij) onvexi�ation of the disontinuous ' by'�(u) = \�>0o ('([u� �; u+ �℄)). Given any h 2 L2(
) with h 62 Lp(
) for all p > n,Theorem 4.1 allows us to state the solvability result for (4.1) with F (s; u) = '�(u)+h(s),while the example annot be treated by [3℄, and papers ited therein.



390 H. T. Nguyê~n et. al.5. Proof of Theorem 4.1We shall divide the proof of Theorem 4.1 into 7 steps.Step 1: By Theorem 3.1 (if F (s; �) is independent of s, it is suÆient to applyTheorem 2.2) there exists for eah " > 0 a Carath�eodory funtion g"(�; �) : 
�Rm ! Rmsuh that Gr g"(s; �) � n(u; v) 2 Rm � Rm : d((u; v);GrF (s; �)) < "o a.e. (5:1)and, moreover, g" satis�es the one-sided estimate(u; g"(s; u)) � (u; u) + Æ(s) (5:2)where  and Æ(�) are the same as in (4.5) and do not depend on ". Choosing "n = 1n wede�ne so-alled CM -relaxations fn byfn(s; u) = 8<: g 1n (s; u) if jg 1n (s; u)j � nn g 1n (s;u)jg 1n (s;u)j if jg 1n (s; u)j > n. (5:3)By (5.2) and (5.3), fn are Carath�eodory funtions andfn(s; u) = �n(s; u)g 1n (s; u) (5:4)where 0 < �n(s; u) < 1 and (u; fn(s; u)) � (u; u) + Æ(s): (5:5)Step 2: As is well-known (see, e.g., [18℄), the operator L generated by the Laplaian��m is ontinuous and invertible from H10 into H�1, andhLu; ui � � kuk21 (u 2 H10 ) (5:6)for some � > 0 (see, e.g., [18℄). Remember that the solvability of (4.1) in H10 means theexistene of u 2 H10 and v 2 NF (u) suh that v 2 H�1 and Lu = v. Now we onsiderthe approximate single-valued problem in H10��mu(s) = fn(s; u(s)) a.e.uj�
 = 0 ) (5:7)where fn is de�ned in (5.4) and satis�es (5.5). Clearly, the single-valued superpositionoperator Fn, where Fn(x) = fn(�; x(�)), maps the spae L2 into itself. In the preseneof (5.5) via CM -seletions, by [4: Lemma 5℄, the ontinuous ompat operator L�1Fnhas a �xed point un 2 L2 (i.e. un = L�1Fnun) suh thatkunk2L2 � kunk21 � d (5:8)



CM -Seletors and Strongly Nonlinear Inlusions 391where d = kÆ(�)kL1 and  = �(�� � )��1� do not depend on n 2 N.Step 3: In the presene of (5.8) and (5.5) via CM -seletions, by the same argument[4℄, we dedue that the inequalityZ
 ��(Fnun(s); un(s))�� ds � 2� (5:9)holds for un from Step 2, where � = d(1 +  ) does not depend on n 2 N.Step 4: We laim additionally that for un from Step 2 we have the equalitylimmes (D)!0 supn hFnun; PDzi = 0 (5:10)for eah z 2 Z. In the presene of (5.9) and (5.5) via CM -seletions, this an be veri�eddiretly as in the single-valued ase [4℄.Step 5: From (5.10) via the Dunford-Pettis type �(Z 0; Z)-weak preompatness and�(Z 0; Z)-weak ompleteness theorems in Z 0 (see, e.g., [9, 16℄) it follows that there existsome subsequene nk and some v� 2 Z 0 suh that hFnkunk ; zi ! hv�; zi for eah z 2 Z.Further, sine L�1 ats ontinuously from H�1 into H10 and H10 � Z � Z 0 � H�1ontinuously (see (4.2)), L�1 ats ontinuously from Z 0 into Z. So the dual operator(L�1)� ats ontinuously from Z� into (Z 0)�. Remark that Z 0 � Z� ontinuously and(Z 0)� = (Z 0)0 = Z, sine Z is a perfet spae and Z 0 = (Z 0)0 (see [17℄) by our hoieof Z in (4.2). Therefore, (L�1)� ats ontinuously from Z 0 into Z, and so hL�1v; zi =hv; (L�1)�zi for all v; z 2 Z 0. Consequently,hL�1(Fnkunk); zi = hFnkunk ; (L�1)�zi ! hv�; (L�1)�zi = hL�1v�; zifor eah z 2 Z 0, as k ! +1. So L�1(Fnkunk) onverges in the weak topology �(Z;Z 0)to L�1v�.Step 6: From (5.8) and the Rellih-Kondrashov theorem (see [18℄) we get thatfungn is preompat in L2 and in measure. Therefore we may hoose a subsequene offnkgk, whih we shall for simpliity denote again by fnkg, suh that unk onverges in L2to u� and unk(s)! u�(s) for almost all s 2 
, for some measurable funtion u� 2 L2.From (5.8) we get that unk ; u� 2 Z. From our hoie of nk, we get also that (see Step5) hFnkunk ; zi ! hv�; zi (k ! +1) for eah z 2 Z = (Z 0)�, i.e. Fnkunk ! v� inthe weak topology �(Z 0; (Z 0)�). Invoking, e.g., [1: Theorem 8℄ about sequential strong-weak ontinuous dependene, we get v� 2 NF (u�). We draw attention of the readerto the fat that for to apply the theorem it is ruial that in de�nition (5.3) of thefuntions fn there is involved property (5.1) of CM -seletors. Let us remark here thatin the single-valued ase of F (�; �) one an get by the Nemytskij theorem (see [4, 15, 17℄)also the onvergene in measure of Fnkunk to NF (u�) (and so one an get immediatelyv� = NF (u�)); in the multi-valued ase this is not true.Step 7: From Step 2 we get unk = L�1(Fnkunk). From the results of Steps 5 and6 we then obtain u� = L�1v� (sine by the well-known Hahn-Saks-Vitali theorem[9℄ thelimit in measure and the �(Z;Z 0)-weak limit oinide in Z) and v� 2 NF (u�). Thereforeu� 2 L�1NF (u�), and so Lu� 2 NF (u�)
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